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Abstract

Sustained periods of southward interplanetary magnetic field can result in strong magnetospheric convection, during which,

the Alfven layer, separating regions of sunward convection and closed drift paths, migrates earthwards. Plasmasheet electrons

then have direct access to the inner magnetosphere, traversing the dawn sector before crossing the magnetopause, and present

a potential seed population for the radiation belts. Here we examine, for the first time, whether energetic electrons can be

sufficiently energised during their drift, via resonant interactions with whistler-mode chorus waves, so as to pass the Alfven

layer prior to leaving the system. We utilise a natural coordinate system for magnetosphere convection, (U,B,K) space, in

which we calculate the drift trajectories, electron energies on open drift paths, and drift times. The acceleration time from

resonant chorus-wave particle interactions is calculated using the Versatile Electron Radiation Belt model (VERB) first as a

2-D diffusion equation and then in 4-D convection-diffusion mode. Comparing the drift times to the acceleration timescales we

find that interactions with chorus waves do result in a portion of the electrons on open drift paths passing the Alfven energy.

However, whether this acceleration occurs sufficiently quickly depends on the energy distribution of the electron population.
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• 2-D and 4-D simulations are performed to explore chorus acceleration time scales10

in comparison to electron drift times11
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Abstract16

Sustained periods of southward interplanetary magnetic field can result in strong mag-17

netospheric convection, during which, the Alfvén layer, separating regions of sunward18

convection and closed drift paths, migrates earthwards. Plasmasheet electrons then have19

direct access to the inner magnetosphere, traversing the dawn sector before crossing the20

magnetopause, and present a potential seed population for the radiation belts. Here we21

examine, for the first time, whether energetic electrons can be sufficiently energised dur-22

ing their drift, via resonant interactions with whistler-mode chorus waves, so as to pass23

the Alfvén layer prior to leaving the system. We utilise a natural coordinate system for24

magnetosphere convection, (U ,B,K) space, in which we calculate the drift trajectories,25

electron energies on open drift paths, and drift times. The acceleration time from res-26

onant chorus-wave particle interactions is calculated using the Versatile Electron Radi-27

ation Belt model (VERB) first as a 2-D diffusion equation and then in 4-D convection-28

diffusion mode. Comparing the drift times to the acceleration timescales we find that29

interactions with chorus waves do result in a portion of the electrons on open drift paths30

passing the Alfvén energy. However, whether this acceleration occurs sufficiently quickly31

depends on the energy distribution of the electron population.32

1 Introduction33

Owing to the entropy simlarities and correlations between plasmasheet and radi-34

ation belt populations (Burin des Roziers et al., 2009; Borovsky & Cayton, 2011), Earth’s35

electron radiation belts are generally considered to be formed from plasmasheet electrons,36

supplied to the inner magnetosphere and energised by processes such as inward radial37

diffusion and local acceleration (Horne et al., 2005; Shprits, Elkington, et al., 2008). The38

circumstances under which these electrons are supplied are still not fully understood, and39

enhancements are seen associated with substorm injections (DeForest & McIlwain, 1971)40

as well as in the absence of substorm activity (Kissinger et al., 2014). Periods of enhanced41

convection and substorm injections are typically thought to introduce enhancements in42

the ∼1 - 100s keV electron energy range. These source (1-10s keV) and seed (10s - 100s43

keV) electrons are a vital part of radiation belt dynamics, with enhancements suppressed44

when either of these components is absent (Jaynes et al., 2015).45

For electrons at source and seed energies, the drift motion is impacted by the elec-46

tric field configuration to a much greater degree than electrons at relativistic energies.47

Due to the enhanced convection electric field during active periods, these source and seed48

electrons can drift out to the magnetopause (so-called ‘open’ drifts), resulting in mag-49

netic local time dependent distributions in the electron flux (Allison et al., 2017; Thorne50

et al., 2007), whereas, for the same starting location, relativistic electrons would encir-51

cle the Earth (closed drifts). The relaxation of the electric and magnetic field configu-52

ration on time frames less than the particle’s drift period retains electrons on open drift53

paths, allowing source and seed population to be energised over multiple drift periods54

(Lyons & Williams, 1984). Alternatively, there is a finite window of time for electrons55

on open drift paths to be accelerated up to trapped energies (past the Alfvén layer) and56

contribute to radiation belt enhancements; a time frame approximately equal to half the57

drift period.58

One energisation mechanism in Earth’s radiation belt region is resonant wave-particle59

interactions with electromagnetic whistler mode chorus waves. Chorus diffusion coeffi-60

cients indicate that electrons with energies of 10s-100s keV are strongly influenced by61

chorus wave activity (e.g. Horne et al., 2013), undergoing both acceleration and pitch62

angle scattering. Horne et al. (2005) showed that at electron energies less than ∼300 keV,63

interactions with chorus waves result in a competition between acceleration and loss, whereas,64

above ∼300 keV, acceleration occurs faster than loss. However, the balance between ac-65

celeration and loss depends on a number of factors (Wang & Shprits, 2019), including66
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the energy distribution of the electron population. For certain conditions <300 keV elec-67

trons can exhibit acceleration by chorus waves (Allison et al., 2019). How this acceler-68

ation time scale compares to the particle drift times, which for 1-100s keV electrons can69

be several hours, has thus far not been tested.70

In this work, we address whether it is possible to retain a portion of the seed pop-71

ulation, on open drift paths, via chorus acceleration. The primary assumption here is72

that the fields remain static, throughout the particle drift time. In reality this is not nec-73

essarily the case, however, by making this assumption we isolate the contribution of cho-74

rus wave acceleration alone. In Section 2, we calculate the Alfvén layer energies at var-75

ious locations about the Earth, under different magnetic and electric field conditions to76

determine the energy threshold of trapped electrons. In Section 3, we compute drift times77

for these particles to move from the nightside to the noon sector. Sections 4 and 5 then78

respectively use 2-D or 4-D modelling to examine whether electrons pass the threshold79

energies, via chorus acceleration, within the drift time.80

2 Energies of the Alfvén layer81

The smallest electron energy on a closed drift path can be calculated using the co-82

ordinate system introduced by Whipple Jr. (1978): electric potential U , magnetic field83

intensity B, and invariant K space. Several authors have previously made use of this con-84

vention (e.g. Mouikis et al., 2019; Bingham et al., 2019; Korth et al., 1999; Korth & Thom-85

sen, 2001), which describes the drift trajectories arising from E×B drift and gradient86

and curvature drift by a Hamiltonian energy conservation. A particle conserving the first87

two invariants also conserves its total energy, and Whipple Jr. (1978) showed that88

∂U

∂Bm
= −µ

q
(1)

where Bm(K) is the field strength at the mirror point for a particle with invariant K,89

q retains the sign of the particle charge, and µ denotes the first adiabatic invariant, which90

can be calculated with91

µ =
p2⊥

2mB
. (2)

As the solution to Equation 1 is U = (−µ/q)Bm + constant, all particle drift trajec-92

tories in the (U,B,K) space are straight lines with gradient −µ/q.93

For a dipole magnetic field, the equatorial field strength is given by Beq(r) = B0R
3
E/r

3,94

where B0 is the magnetic field at the equator at the Earth’s surface (taken to be 0.3×10−4 T ).95

These dipole equations can be substituted into the (Volland, 1973);(Stern, 1975) elec-96

tric field to produce the potential97

U = −E0R
γ
E

(
B0

Beq

)γ/3
sin(φ)− a

RE

(
Beq
B0

)1/3

(3)

which has a maximum along the dawn terminator (where φ = −π/2) and a minimum98

on the dusk terminator (where φ = π/2). Using the (Maynard & Chen, 1975) param-99

eterization, a is a Kp dependent factor related to the convection electric field strength100

and γ is a parameter set equal to 2.101

In a Volland (1973); Stern (1975) electric field and dipole magnetic field, the map-102

ping into the (U,B,K) space is double valued, representing opposite sides of the dawn-103

dusk meridian. We use this electric and magnetic field configuration for the calculations104

in this paper. The simplest scenario for Equation 1 occurs when K = 0 G1/2RE , in which105

all particles are equatorially mirroring, Bm = Beq, and only the equatorial plane need106

be considered. In the following calculations, we assume K = 0 G1/2RE for simplicity.107

At our chosen value of K, the straight line trajectories that intersect both the dawn and108

dusk potential extremes will be on closed paths, while trajectories which intersect only109
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Figure 1. An illustration of three drifts in the (U , B, K = 0) coordinate system for electrons

(panel a). All three electron drifts shown are for Kp = 3 in a Volland (1973);Stern (1975) electric

field with a Maynard and Chen (1975) Kp parameterization, starting at MLT = 21 and L = 5.5,

marked by the red star. The orange line shows the electron Alfvén layer, the blue line a closed

drift path, and the purple an open drift path. The lines labelled Udusk and Udawn on Panel a

show the potential at the dusk and dawn points respectively. Panel b illustrates the spatial drifts

corresponding to these three lines.

one extreme will have an open drift path. Figure 1 shows the (U , B, K) lines and cor-110

responding drift paths for electrons with K = 0 G1/2RE . For a particular location, the111

electron Alfvén layer is the trajectory in (U , B, K) space which first glances the dusk112

potential (see the orange line labelled ‘Alfvén layer’). As the gradient of the trajectory113

is −µ/q, we therefore seek the smallest value of µ, and therefore energy, for which this114

is the case.115

At each point on the equatorial plane, the gradient of the line corresponding to the123

Alfvén layer, and hence the smallest energy on a closed drift path, is found by iteration.124

For the selected starting location, the corresponding U -Beq coordinates are calculated,125

and an initial energy of 1 keV is selected to compute the starting value of µ. We then126

iteratively increase the gradient until the trajectory’s approach to the dusk potential is127

within a selected dE threshold. In this work, we select dE = 0.1 keV, and the Alfvén128

layer energies are therefore accurate to 0.1 keV. Electrons on drifts which pass the dusk129

sector, travelling anti-clockwise, will never see the dawn potential. This situation man-130

ifests in U -Beq space as a starting B value which is lower than the B value at which Udusk131

is crossed (see Supplementary Figure S1). By implementing this check, we can determine132

when dusk-line orbits occur.133

Using the Volland (1973);Stern (1975) electric field with the Maynard and Chen134

(1975) Kp parametrisation and a dipole magnetic field, we show the minimum trapped135

energy of equatorially mirroring electrons as a function of MLT and L for 9 values of Kp136

in Figure 2. If the minimum energy lies below 1 keV, it was not plotted. There are two137

ways to interpret the energy cut-off values shown. They are both the lowest trapped en-138

ergy, and they are also the highest energy electron which can access that location from139

the plasmasheet, purely from convective motion. Previous work has primarily taken the140

later interpretation (Korth et al., 1999; Korth & Thomsen, 2001), while we consider the141

former here.142

Figure 2 shows that for low Kp values (Kp≤3), the lowest energy on a closed drift143

path is less than 60 keV for all MLT and L considered. As Kp increases, the threshold144

energy also increases, reaching 125 keV on the dawn side at L = 6 for Kp = 6. On the145
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Figure 2. Lowest electron energies on closed drift paths at different locations about the Earth

for nine levels of Kp (a-i), calculated for equatorially mirroring particles in a dipole magnetic

field and Volland (1973);Stern (1975) electric field with a Maynard and Chen (1975) Kp pa-

rameterization. The outermost distance is L = 8, and tick marks for every L = 2 increment are

shown. Where the lowest energy on a closed drift is below 1 keV, the energy is not plotted. Panel

j shows the lowest energy on a closed drift path at MLT = 12 across L for 9 values of Kp (colored

lines labelled in the legend).

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

dusk side, the threshold energy at L= 6, Kp=6 is markedly lower, 60 keV, suggesting146

that during enhanced convection, ∼60 keV electrons located on the dusk side at the com-147

mencement of the electric field enhancement can be retained over multiple drifts, while148

60 keV electrons on the dawn side would be lost to the magnetopause. At the highest149

values of Kp studied, 7≤ Kp ≤ 9, the threshold energy on the dawn side is >125 keV150

for much of the outer belt region, between L = 4-6. At the highest dawn side radial dis-151

tances, this can even extend to energies >250 keV.152

As we are interested in whether electrons can be accelerated past the cut off en-153

ergy within half a drift period, we focus on the Alfvén layer energies around noon. Elec-154

trons approaching noon will have drifted through the dawn sector and likely encountered155

chorus wave activity. Figure 2j shows these cut-off energies across L, at MLT = 12, for156

9 levels of Kp. Open electron drift paths pass through MLTs other than MLT = 12 (Allison157

et al., 2017) and chorus waves are observed at MLTs past noon (Horne et al., 2013).Elec-158

trons can be lost at lower MLTs (which have higher Alfvén layer energies) as well at higher159

MLTs (with lower Alfvén layer energies). However, we use the threshold energies at an160

MLT of noon here as it provides a middle case. At MLT = 12, Figure 2j shows that be-161

tween L = 4-5 the Alfvén layer energy is <100 keV for all values of Kp, and <10s keV162

for Kp < 5. For L > 5, we identify larger Alfvén layer energies, which can pass 100 keV,163

and show a greater dependence on Kp.164
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Figure 3. Using (U ,B,K) coordinates and the drift speed, the drift time is calculated for 1-

300 keV electrons under various electric field conditions. Panel a shows the variation in the drift

speed of a 7 keV electron starting it’s drift trajectory at the red star, for a dipole magnetic field

and an electric field configuration appropriate for Kp = 3. Drift times for an electron moving

from MLT = 00 to MLT = 12, for starting locations of L= 5, 6, and 7 are plotted in panel b,

c, and d respectively. The total drift time for electrons above the Alfvén layer starting at these

values of L are then shown in panels e-g. All energies are initialised at MLT = 00.

181

182

183

184

185

186

187

3 Electron drift times165

To evaluate whether electrons can be accelerated sufficiently quickly so as to pass166

the threshold energies calculated in Section 2 before being lost from the magnetosphere,167

we require their drift time frame. Previous work has provided equations to calculate the168

drift times for electrons moving under the influence of magnetic drifts (e.g. Walt, 1994),169

however, for seed population energies, the drift time frame will also be highly influenced170

by changes in the convection electric field. Here we exploit (U ,B,K) space further to cal-171

culate the drift times for varying electric field strength. As we only consider electrons172

restricted to the equatorial plane (K = 0 G1/2RE), for each point along the particle’s173

drift path, determined by the trajectory in (U ,B,K) space, we calculate the drift veloc-174

ity as the combination of the electric drift and gradient magnetic drift175

v =

(
E×B

B2

)
+

µ

qB2
B×∇B, (4)

taking the magnitude to obtain the drift speed. Figure 3a shows the calculated drift speed176

for an equatorially mirroring 7 keV electron starting at the red star. As a result of the177

convection electric field, the speed varies substantially along the orbit, ranging between178

∼8000 ms−1 on the dawn side to ∼350 ms−1 on the dusk side. The drift time, T , can179

be obtained by180

T =

∫
r

v
dφ (5)

where v is the drift speed, r is the radial distance to a point on the orbit, and φ is the188

angle through the drift. As shown in Figure 1, (U ,B,K) space can be used to obtain the189

relationship between φ and r defining the drift path.190

We use Equation 5 to determine the time taken for electrons to drift from midnight191

to noon as well as the time taken for the electron energies above the Alfvén layer to com-192

plete a full drift. The results are shown in Figure 3 for various starting electron ener-193

gies at MLT = 00, under different electric field strengths, given by 9 values of Kp. We194
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see that, as the electric field strength increases, the time for the electron to drift from195

MLT = 00 to MLT = 12 reduces (Figure 3b-d). However, conversely, as Kp increases,196

the total drift time increases (Figure 3e-g). An enhanced convection electric field forces197

electrons on to more “tear-drop” shaped orbits, and the dusk side drift speed is reduced.198

The electrons then spend more time on the dusk side of the Earth, which more than com-199

pensates for the speed increase on the dawn side. As a result, during active periods, we200

expect the seed population electrons to take longer to drift around the Earth, and to spend201

less overall time in the dawn-side active chorus region (Wang et al., 2019). The non-uniformity202

in the sector drift times is an important consideration for drift-averaging diffusion co-203

efficients for use in radiation belt models (e.g. Orlova & Shprits, 2014; Glauert et al.,204

2014; Su et al., 2010; Subbotin et al., 2011). Roederer (1967) demonstrated that in a non-205

dipole magnetic field, particles can spend 2-3 times more time on the night-side than they206

do on the day side. Here we have only considered a dipole magnetic field model for sim-207

plicity, and our results highlights that the inclusion of the electric field further compli-208

cates this picture for seed population energies.209

The MLT = 00 - MLT = 12 drift times in Figure 3 provide timescales for the ac-210

celeration to the Alfvén layer energy if the electron is to remain in the system. We now211

use these timeframes in the context of radiation belt modelling.212

4 Acceleration by chorus: VERB-2D213

Initially, to determine the acceleration time scales from whistler mode chorus wave214

interactions, we employ quasi-linear theory (Kennel & Engelmann, 1966) and use the Ver-215

satile Electron Radiation Belt model in 2-D (VERB-2D: Shprits, Subbotin, et al., 2008)216

to solve the Fokker-Planck equation for the evolution of the phase space density, f , in217

coordinates of relativistic momentum, p, and pitch angle, α:218

∂f

∂t
=

1

p2
∂

∂p

∣∣∣∣
α

p2

(
Dpp

∂

∂p

∣∣∣∣
α

f +Dpα
∂

∂α

∣∣∣∣
p

f

)

+
1

T (α) sin(2α)

∂

∂α

∣∣∣∣
p

T (α) sin(2α)

(
Dαα

∂

∂α

∣∣∣∣
p

f +Dpα
∂

∂p

∣∣∣∣
α

f

)
−f
τ

(6)

T (α) is a function relating to the bounce motion and, in the dipole magnetic field, used219

here can be approximated as220

T (α) = 1.3802− 0.3198(sinα+ sin2 α). (7)

The final term of Equation 6 accounts for atmospheric loss due to Coulomb collisions234

in the loss cone, where the parameter τ is the electron lifetime, taken to be a quarter of235

the bounce time inside the loss cone and infinite outside. A time step of 3 minutes is used236

for the simulations, along with a grid resolution of 211 × 89 in p and α, respectively.237

Four boundary conditions are required for the model, one at the maximum and min-238

imum values of both p and α. At the minimum equatorial pitch angle boundary we use239

f = 0, assuming total loss to the atmosphere, while, at the maximum equatorial pitch240

angle (89o), the gradient of f in pitch angle is set to zero. Relativistic momentum, p, is241

related to the kinetic energy and we set the minimum and maximum p boundary to cor-242

respond to 1 keV and 30 MeV respectively. At the maximum p boundary, f = 0 allow-243

ing no ≥30 MeV population to be present in the simulations. For the minimum energy244

boundary, we consider constant f at 1 keV, representative of steady convection of 1 keV245

electrons filling the dawn sector as fast as they are scattered/accelerated.246

We consider two initial phase space density conditions for the VERB-2D model runs.247

Firstly, a soft energy spectrum is used, taking a power law form with a flux of 107 cm−2s−1sr−1keV −1248
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at 1 keV and a flux of 103 cm−2s−1sr−1keV −1 at 200 keV. Secondly, we consider a harder249

spectrum, given by a exponential distribution of the electron flux, with a flux of 107 cm−2s−1sr−1keV −1250

at 1 keV and a flux of 103 cm−2s−1sr−1keV −1 at 250 keV. For both initial conditions,251

the flux distribution in energy was converted to phase space density by dividing by the252

momentum squared, and a sine function is assumed across pitch angle.253

The spectral evolution of the flux is simulated separately for L = 5, 6, and 7. We254

assume each of these locations to be entirely outside of the plasmasphere, and therefore255

consider only chorus wave activity (Burtis & Helliwell, 1969; Meredith et al., 2014). In256

Equation 6, Dαα, Dpp, and Dpα, are then the bounced averaged and half-drift averaged257

pitch angle, momentum, and mixed chorus diffusion coefficients. As we are only inter-258

ested in the wave-particle interactions occurring on the dawn side, prior to the electrons259

Figure 4. The evolution of electron flux across energy from chorus-driven diffusion in VERB-

2D for electrons with an equatorial pitch angle of 75o, starting from a soft initial energy distri-

bution (cyan line). As the we are considering electron acceleration in the drift from the midnight

sector through to noon, the chorus diffusion coefficients used are averaged over MLT = 0 -11.

Panels a-c show the evolution at L = 5 for Kp = 3, 5, and 7 respectively. Panels d-e and g-i show

the same Kp levels, but at L = 6 and L = 7 respectively. On each panel, the energy of an elec-

tron at the Alfvén layer at MLT of noon (for the specified L and Kp pair) is marked by a dotted

vertical line. Flux distributions are shown in 3 minute intervals. Black lines correspond to the

electron flux at times less than the time required for an electron at the Alfvén layer energy to

drift from midnight to noon, and magenta lines mark times after this dawn drift period. Once

a sufficient amount of time has lapsed for an electron at half the marked Alfvén layer energy to

drift from midnight through to noon, we no longer plot the flux evolution from the VERB-2D

simulation.

221

222

223

224

225

226

227

228

229

230

231

232

233
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Figure 5. The evolution of the 75o electron flux from VERB-2D starting with a hard intial

condition (cyan line). The Figure takes the same format as Figure 4.

268

269

drifting out of the system, we calculate half-drift averaged diffusion coefficients over the260

dawn sector, between midnight and noon. Upper and lower band chorus diffusion coef-261

ficients are calculated in 1 hour MLT bins, between MLT = 00 and 11. All wave param-262

eters in this calculation are taken from Wang et al. (2019), the magnetic field model is263

then given by a dipole model, and the electron plasma density is provided by the MLT264

and L dependent Sheeley et al. (2001) trough density model. We then average these MLT-265

binned diffusion coefficients using equal weighting to obtain the half-drift averaged co-266

efficients (shown in Supplementary Figure S2).267

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the VERB-2D electron flux at a pitch angle of 75o283

from the soft initial spectrum. Three values of L (L= 5, 6, and 7) along with three val-284

ues of Kp (Kp = 3, 5, and 7) are considered. For each Kp-L pair, a vertical dotted line285

marks the Alfvén layer energy at MLT=12 (calculated assuming K = 0 G1/2RE in Sec-286

tion 2), providing an estimate of the energy threshold the electrons need to reach to be287

retained on a closed drift path. Electrons at energies to the left of this line would be on288

open drift paths. As discussed previously, the energisation is limited in time and must289

occur prior to the electrons drifting out of the system. We approximate this time frame290

as the time for electrons to drift from an MLT of midnight to noon (dawn-sector drift291

time), calculated in Section 3 and shown in Figure 3b-d. As can be seen from Figure 3b-292

d, the dawn-drift time is energy-dependent, with lower energies exhibiting longer drift293

time scales than higher energies. As electrons are energised by interactions with chorus294

waves, their drift speed will increase and the time available for chorus acceleration re-295

duces. The minimum time available is the dawn-sector drift time of an electron start-296

ing at the Alfvén layer energy. In Figure 4, the initial condition is shown in cyan, and297

the flux distributions at subsequent times are shown in 3 minute intervals. Black lines298

–9–
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mark the spectral evolution at times prior to the dawn-sector drift time for an electron299

at the Alfvén layer (i.e. before the minimum time available for acceleration). Magenta300

lines correspond to later times which are still less than the dawn-drift time scale for an301

electron starting at half of the Alfvén layer energy (e.g. for an Alfvén layer energy of 70302

keV, the magenta lines would be times that are greater than the dawn-sector drift time303

of a 70 keV electron, but less than the dawn drift time of a 35 keV electron). Times longer304

than the dawn-drift for half the Alfvén layer energy are not shown.305

From Figure 4a, d, and g we see that, for the lowest value of Kp considered, Kp306

= 3, the flux at the Alfvén layer energy increases on time scales less than the dawn-drift307

time of electrons at this threshold energy (black lines) for all three values of L, indicat-308

ing that energization by chorus waves can act sufficiently quickly to contribute to the309

retention of the electrons on open drift paths. With increasing activity, the average cho-310

rus wave power is stronger, however, the Alfvén layer energy is also higher and as the311

electrons travel more rapidly through the dawn sector, the dawn-drift times shorter. At312

the highest activity modelled, Kp = 7, for all three values of L, we no longer observe an313

increase in the flux at, or past, the Alfvén layer energy during the necessary time frame.314

At Kp = 5, we see mixed behaviour between the different L values. At L = 5, the elec-315

Figure 6. Assuming an electric field strength corresponding to Kp = 5 in the Maynard and

Chen (1975) parametrisation of the Volland (1973);Stern (1975) electric field along with a dipole

magnetic field, we show how parameters vary throughout the drift, for different starting condi-

tions. Panel a shows how the minimum and maximum energies reached during the drift (upper

and lower boundaries of the coloured regions) changes with the starting MLT, for 80 keV (red),

120 keV (blue), and 180 keV (cyan) electrons at L = 5. Panel b shows the same, but for L = 7.

Note that at L = 7, electrons starting at 80 keV at MLTs between 01 and 11 do not complete

closed drift paths, and so the minimum and maximum energies are not shown. Panel c shows

how, for electrons initially at MLT = 00, the minimum and maximum energies reached varies

with the initial L value. Finally, panel d shows the L coverage through the drift for different

starting energies at MLT = 00. We consider initial L values of 5.0 (black), 6.0 (magenta), and 7

(green). Where an electron energy would not complete a closed drift, we do not plot the L cover-

age of the drift.

270

271

272

273

274

275

276

277

278

279

280

281

282
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tron flux does increase at the Alfvén layer energy prior to the dawn-drift time. However,316

this is not observed for L= 6 or 7 where the Alfvén layer energies are larger.317

The VERB-2D results shown in Figure 4, using the soft initial spectrum, indicate318

that chorus acceleration can contribute to the retention of electrons on open drift paths,319

but only during lower activity periods. Whether electron populations <300 keV exhibit320

an enhancement or loss due to interactions with chorus waves is sensitive to the initial321

gradients in phase space density (Allison et al., 2019; Horne et al., 2005). Figure 5 there-322

fore shows the same simulations as Figure 4 but with a harder initial energy spectrum,323

given by the exponential function described above. In Figure 5, an increase in the flux324

at the Alfvén layer energy is now seen for Kp = 7 prior to the dawn-sector drift time of325

electrons starting at the Alfvén layer energy, for all three values of L (Figure 5c, f, and326

i). With the exception of Kp = 3, L = 5, where a small increase above the Alfvén layer327

energy is observed, at Kp = 3 and Kp = 5, flux at the energies surrounding the Alfvén328

layer now exhibit a net loss during the simulation due to pitch angle scattering. These329

results demonstrate that chorus wave-particle interactions can accelerate electrons orig-330

inally on open drift paths such that they are retained and can be further energised over331

multiple drifts, but this is dependent on both the activity and the energy distributions332

of the low energy electrons.333

A major assumption that we have made in the above analysis is that the electron334

energy is only changed by wave-particle interactions. As electrons drift around the Earth,335

their energy varies, conserving µ and K. Figure 6 shows this energy variation for an elec-336

tric field configuration given by Kp = 5. Electrons originally on the dawn side decrease337

in energy as they traverse the dusk sector, while particles originally on the dusk side in-338

crease in energy as they move towards dawn; an effect magnified at larger radial distances.339

The energy change can become quite substantial (∼ 50 keV) for electrons whose motion340

is notably impacted by the electric drifts (see Figure 6b, purple area). Chorus diffusion341

coefficients are, themselves, energy dependent, capturing how electrons of different en-342

ergies resonate with the waves. Therefore the energy change throughout the drift may343

impact the spectral evolution resulting from chorus diffusion. Furthermore, Figure 6d344

shows how the L value varies through the drift for electrons of different energies. For ∼50345

keV electrons starting at L = 6, MLT = 00, the minimum and maximum L value dur-346

ing the drift differ by ∆L ≈ 2. Chorus wave parameters and the plasma environment vary347

with spatial parameters such as MLT and L, impacting the overall effect of chorus wave-348

particle interactions (Wang et al., 2019; Horne et al., 2013). Electric field induced ra-349

dial transport may therefore also influence the spectral evolution driven by diffusion. Ad-350

ditionally, as an electron is energised, the drift speed increases and the time available for351

chorus acceleration reduces. As discussed above, we have tried to mitigate this by con-352

sidering the dawn-side drift time of the Aflvén energy, which serves as a minimum time353

frame for the acceleration. However, this caveat is addressed more thoroughly in the fol-354

lowing section where we have incorporated the changing drift time into the simulation.355

We also have thus far only considered the Alfvén layer energies and drift times of equa-356

torially mirroring electrons, calculated in Sections 2 and 3 assuming K = 0 G1/2RE . In357

the following section we also take into account the pitch angle dependence of the Alfvén358

layer energy and the drift speeds.359

The energy change via the drift, the transport across L shells, and the decrease in360

the drift period resulting from energization cannot be included in a 2-D model. We there-361

fore employ VERB-4D model to account for these factors.362

5 Acceleration by chorus: VERB-4D363

VERB-4D is a convection-diffusion code, solving the modified Fokker-Planck equa-364

tion with convection terms (Shprits et al., 2015; Aseev et al., 2016, 2019). We have ne-365

glected radial diffusion, as we are interested in the evolution of the particle distribution366
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as it drifts around the Earth solely due do interactions with chorus waves. We discuss367

this assumption further in the following section. VERB-4D solves368

∂f

∂t
= −〈vφ〉

∂f

∂φ
− 〈vR0

〉 ∂f
∂R0

+
1

G

∂

∂V
G

(
DV V

∂

∂V
f +DV K

∂

∂K
f

)
+

1

G

∂

∂K
G

(
DKK

∂

∂K
f +DV K

∂

∂V
f

)
− f

τ
(8)

where, as in Equation 6, f is phase space density, t is time, and τ is the electron lifetime369

in the loss cone. The diffusion terms are now presented in terms of V and K, modified370

adiabatic invariants (Subbotin & Shprits, 2012), where V = µ(K+0.5)2 (µ is the first371

adiabatic invariant) and K = J/
√

8µm0 (J is the second adiabatic invariant). DV V ,372

DV K , and DKK are the bounce averaged diffusion coefficients and G is the Jacobian of373

the coordinate transform from adiabatic invariants (µ, J ,Φ) to (V ,K,L), G = −2πB0(R2
E/L

2)
√

8m0V /(K+374

0.5) (Subbotin & Shprits, 2012). As in Section 2, B0 denotes the magnetic field strength375

at the Earth’s surface (taken to be 0.3×10−4 T ) and m0 is the electron rest mass. The376

first two terms of Equation 8 are advection terms, accounting for the drift motion, where377

φ represents MLT and R0 is the radial distance to a point on the geomagnetic equator.378

As we are operating in a dipole magnetic field, R0 = L for these simulations. We solve379

these advection terms using a ninth order upwinding scheme (Leonard, 1991), making380

use of a universal limiter and a discriminator (Leonard & Niknafs, 1991). The bounce-381

averaged drift velocities are given by 〈vφ〉 and 〈vR0〉 and are determined following a guid-382

ing centre approximation in a dipole magnetic field and Volland (1973);Stern (1975) elec-383

tric field with the Maynard and Chen (1975) Kp parameterisation.384

The radial boundaries of the simulation domain are set at R0 = 1RE and R0 =395

6.6RE , with f = 0 at the inner and outer boundary, simulating complete loss to the396

atmosphere and magnetopause along with no additional plasma sources. For the φ di-397

mension, the boundary condition is periodic in MLT. Grid steps in R0 and MLT are set398

to 0.1 RE and 0.25 hours respectively. To construct the grid in V and K, a logarithmic399

grid in energy and a linear grid in pitch angle is set at the outer radial boundary (R0400

= 6.6 RE) limited by 100 eV and 300 keV and 0.7o and 89.3o. The grid consists of 61401

points in energy and 60 points in pitch angle. We then calculate V and K values on this402

grid, using a dipole magnetic field model, to determine the simulation grid. At maximum403

and minimum V boundaries, ∂f/∂V = 0, allowing the phase space density values here404

to vary with the convection and diffusion. At the highest value of K (lowest equatorial405

pitch angle) we use f = 0 and at the lower boundary (highest equatorial pitch angle),406

∂f/∂K = 0.407

A series of experiments are conducted using chorus diffusion coefficients from Wang408

et al. (2019), retaining the MLT dependence (the diffusion coefficients are calculated for409

every hour of MLT and interpolated onto the simulation MLT grid) and transforming410

from momentum and pitch angle to V and K space as described by Subbotin and Sh-411

prits (2012). These diffusion coefficients are scaled according to the chosen Kp level fol-412

lowing the relations given by Wang et al. (2019). We have not included a plasmapause413

location and do not include scattering due to plasmaspheric hiss waves. An initial phase414

space density condition is constructed by setting the soft initial spectrum used in Sec-415

tion 4 at R0 = 6.6 RE for all MLT, and as before, assuming a sine dependence in pitch416

angle. This phase space density distribution is extended from R0 = 6.6 RE down to R0417

= 4 RE by assuming a R
1/2
0 dependence in f (and f = 0 for R0 < 4). To allow elec-418

trons outside the Alfvén layer to first be lost from the system, and MLT dependent en-419

ergy and pitch angle distributions consistent with the electric field configuration to form,420

this initial phase space density was first evolved over two days in the absence of chorus421

diffusion. After this initial two-day “spin-up”, chorus diffusion is activated and we ex-422

plore the evolution of the phase space density over a further 24 hours, both in the ab-423

sence of any further sources, and with a source of electrons at the MLT = 0 grid point,424

constructed to be only at V and K values entirely outside the Alfvén layer and so should425
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Figure 7. Electron flux at 30 keV, 75o equatorial pitch angle from VERB-4D simulations.

Panels a, h, and o show the electron flux following a 2 day ‘spin-up’ interval where the initial dis-

tribution was allowed to evolve under a Volland (1973);Stern (1975) electric field for Kp = 3, 5,

and 7 respectively. These are labelled as ‘initial condition’ as they show the particle distribution

prior to chorus waves being activated. Panels b-d, i-k, and p-r show snapshots of the how the

30 keV electron flux evolves, in the absence of a transient source population, at t1 = 3 hours, t2

= 11 hours, and t3 = 19 hours, throughout the day of chorus wave activity, for Kp = 3, 5, and

7 respectively. At each of these activity levels, the flux from simulations including a transient

source population, constructed to be entirely on open drift paths, is also shown in panels e-g, i-n,

and s-u.

385

386

387

388

389

390

391

392

393

394

be lost on open drift paths. The source phase space density distribution is the same as426

the initial condition, set using the soft energy spectrum in Section 4 at R0 = 6.6 RE ,427
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with a sine distribution in pitch angle, and again extending this to R0 = 4 (at energies428

where the Alfvén layer extends to R0 = 4) by assuming a R
1/2
0 dependence in f .429

Figure 7a shows the flux distribution at 30 keV and equatorial pitch angle 75o im-430

mediately prior to chorus diffusion being activated in the VERB-4D simulation with a431

Volland (1973);Stern (1975) electric field set at Kp = 3. We use the scaling outlined in432

(Wang et al., 2019) and produce chorus diffusion coeffcients consistent with wave activ-433

ity for Kp = 3. After 3 hours, 11 hours, and 19 hours (labelled t1, t2, and t3 respectively),434

the flux distribution at 30 keV is shown, both for the simulation without the phase space435

density source (Figure 7b - d) and with the source (Figure 7e - g). Despite the source436

population being entirely outside the Alfvén layer, and therefore expected to be tran-437

sient, lost within the drift period (see Supplementary Figure S3 which shows that, in the438

absence of chorus activity, this behaviour is observed) the 30 keV flux is higher in the439

simulation with the source than without, even after 19 hours have lapsed. The chorus440

waves have resulted in a portion of the sub-Alfvén layer source being retained in the sim-441

ulation over multiple drifts.442

We repeat the experiment using a Volland (1973);Stern (1975) electric field set at449

Kp = 5 and also at Kp = 7, and use chorus diffusion coefficients scaled accordingly. Fig-450

ure 7h and o show the flux distributions at 30 keV and equatorial pitch angle 75o for both451

simulations immediately prior to chorus diffusion being activated. For all three values452

of Kp shown, we have used the same initial phase space density distribution before al-453

lowing it to evolve under the electric field configuration in the two days without chorus454

diffusion, forming energy gradients in the phase space density consistent with the global455

field configuration. When chorus diffusion is activated, for both of Kp = 5 and 7, we again456

observe a higher flux in the simulation with a sub-Alfvén layer source, suggesting that,457

for these higher levels of activity, and therefore higher Alfvén layer energies and faster458

drift speeds, chorus still allows for a portion of the transient source population to be re-459

tained. Figure 7 shows that for Kp = 5 and 7, chorus wave activity mostly scatters the460

initial distribution at 30 keV, decreasing the flux with time; this effect is slowed by the461

inclusion of the sub-Alfvén Layer source. For Kp = 3, however, the flux initially increases462

due to the chorus waves (see Figure 7b and e at t1 = 3 hours) and then decreases as the463

simulation progresses.464

Figure 8 shows the time evolution of the 75o flux distribution across energies at L465

= 5 and L = 6, where the flux has been averaged across all MLT points. Panels a-d show466

that for Kp = 3, an initial increase in flux arises over a broad range of energies due to467

the chorus wave interactions. Without the source on open drift paths, after ∼6 hours,468

the flux decreases at both L = 5 and L = 6 for energies <100 keV. With the source on469

open drift paths, the decrease at <100 keV is greatly reduced. At Kp = 3, both with and470

without the source on open drift paths, the >200 keV flux has increased from the ini-471

tial condition at L = 5 and L = 6, showing that chorus waves have resulted in a net ac-472

celeration at these energies. This flux increase is larger when the source population on473

open drifts is present.474

At Kp = 5, Figure 8e-h shows that for energies <100 keV the flux mostly decreases475

during the simulation at both L = 5 and L = 6. When including a source of electrons476

on open drift paths, the <100 keV flux shows a smaller decrease than when the source477

was not present and, for energies >200 keV, the flux at the end of the 1-day simulation478

is larger than the initial condition, showing a net increase. In the absence of the supplied479

source population, a net decrease is instead seen for energies >200 keV, demonstrating480

that the part of the supplied source is accelerated before being lost on open drift paths.481

At Kp = 7, similar behaviour is observed (Figure 8i-l). Again, when the source popu-482

lation is present, slower loss due to chorus wave scattering occurs which ultimately sta-483

bilises and, when averaged over all MLT, shows little change after the first 3 hours. With-484

out the source population on open drift paths, the electron flux decreases throughout485

the run. At L=6, we again observe an increase from the initial condition for energies >150486
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Figure 8. Time evolution of the electron flux distribution across energy at 75o pitch angle,

averaged over all magnetic local time points, for the chorus-driven diffusion in VERB-4D. The

line colors indicate different times in the one day period and the initial condition for the electron

flux is shown as a thick black line. We show the MLT-averaged energy distribution evolution,

both with and without the the transient source, at L = 5 and L =6, for Kp = 3 (a-d), Kp = 5

(e-h), and Kp = 7 (i-l).

443

444

445

446

447

448

keV when the source population on open drift paths is present (panel l), but a net de-487

crease without (panel k).488

6 Discussion489

The results in Section 4 and 5 show that in both the 2-D and 4-D simulations, the490

chorus acceleration time can be faster than the time for electrons below the Alfvén layer491

to drift out of the region. As a result, a portion of electrons which, in the absence of cho-492

rus interactions, would be on open drift paths and lost from the system, can be retained493

and present a seed population for further acceleration to radiation belt energies (Jaynes494

et al., 2015). The acceleration time for electrons <300 keV can depend on the energy495

distribution of the electron population, and we find that whether chorus interactions ac-496

celerate electrons to above the Alfvén layer energy within their drift time is dependent497

on the spectral shape. Further work is required to determine the typical energy spec-498

trum of electrons supplied to the radiation belt region.499

In Section 2, we showed that electrons which were originally on the dusk side for500

the convection electric field enhancement can remain trapped down to much lower en-501
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ergies than those starting on the dawn side. Additionally, Figure 6 shows that for high502

Kp, this pre-existing dusk side seed population could gain an additional 40 - 50 keV as503

it drifts to the dawn side where chorus waves are most active (Meredith et al., 2014). Fur-504

thermore, owing to the drift speeds, a given particle on a closed drift will spend longer505

on the dusk side of the Earth than the dawn, as seen in Figure 3, where the total drift506

time marginally increased with Kp while the dawn sector drift time reduced with increas-507

ing Kp. As such, it may be that the >60 keV electron populations (Figure 2 shows an508

Alfvén layer energy of ∼60 keV for Kp = 7 in the dusk sector for much of the outer ra-509

diation belt region) already present in the ring current prior to the activity enhancement510

can notably contribute to the seed population that is accelerated to higher energies. A511

similar discussion was presented by Califf et al. (2017) in the context of slot region fill-512

ing.513

As discussed in the introduction, we make the assumption that the fields remain514

static throughout the drift time. In reality this is unlikely to be the case and both the515

electric and magnetic field will vary, altering the electron drift paths. However, by as-516

suming static fields in this work, we explore the contribution of chorus waves alone in517

altering the electron drift trajectories. Time-variations in the electric and magnetic fields518

on timescales shorter than particle drift periods can retain portions of the populations519

originally on open drift paths. Further research is required to determine the relative con-520

tribution of chorus acceleration in comparison to large scale field fluctuations in the re-521

tention of electrons as well as the effect of these processes occurring together. Steady mag-522

netospheric convection (SMC) events present extended periods of enhanced convection,523

and storms with SMC events in the recovery phase are more likely to increase relativis-524

tic electron flux levels (Kissinger et al., 2014). The elevated chorus activity during these525

events may contribute to accelerating a portion of electrons on open drift paths up to526

energies that encircle the Earth. These populations can then contribute to a seed pop-527

ulation for relativistic electron flux enhancements.528

In this study, we have only considered the acceleration due to electron interactions529

with chorus waves. Ultra-low frequency (ULF) waves can also interact drift-resonantly530

with electrons, resulting in transport and energisation (Ozeke et al., 2012). Further work531

is required to determine how these ULF waves interact with electrons which do not com-532

plete a full drift around the Earth and if this interaction can also energise electrons suf-533

ficiently quickly so as to help retain populations on open drift paths. Additionally, Lejosne534

et al. (2018) showed that sub-auroral polarisation streams (SAPS) can inject electrons535

with energies of tens to hundreds of keV down to lower radial distances, increasing the536

energy. The presence of SAPS may therefore also help contribute to the retention of elec-537

trons below the Alfvén layer, a factor we have not considered in this work. Chorus ac-538

celeration may therefore more readily contribute to the retention of populations on open539

drift paths than indicated in this work when SAPS are taken into account. The accel-540

eration time scales for chorus induced diffusion can vary due to changing wave and plasma541

parameters. The diffusion coefficients we use for this analysis utilise the Sheeley et al.542

(2001) density model. Recent work has shown density variations not captured by the Sheeley543

et al. (2001) model during active periods that result in increased chorus acceleration, right544

up to ultra-relativistic energies (Allison et al., 2021). As a result, during active periods545

that show strong depletions in the electron density, interactions with chorus waves may546

more rapidly energize electrons, retaining a larger portion of the populations on open547

drift paths.548

7 Conclusions549

In this study, we explore whether interactions with chorus waves can accelerate elec-550

trons on open drift trajectories to energies above the Alfvén layer prior to them leaving551

the system. Drift trajectories, electron energies on closed drift paths, and drift time scales552

were calculated by making use of (U,B,K) space (Whipple Jr., 1978), using a Volland553
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(1973);Stern (1975) electric field (with the Maynard and Chen (1975) Kp parameteri-554

sation) and a dipole magnetic field. Acceleration timescales from resonant interactions555

with whistler mode chorus waves were calculated with the VERB-2D model, employing556

quasi-linear diffusion theory to treat the wave particle interactions as a diffusion of elec-557

tron phase space density across energy and pitch angles. We compare the drift and ac-558

celeration timescales from both a hard and soft initial energy spectrum for Kp = 3, 5,559

and 7 at L = 5, 6, and 7. We then further this analysis by utilizing the full convection-560

diffusion model of VERB-4D, again with a Volland (1973);Stern (1975) electric field and561

dipole magnetic field. Using MLT dependent chorus diffusion coefficients, we explore the562

evolution of the electron populations both with and without the inclusion of a source pop-563

ulation at MLT = 0, constructed to be entirely on open drift trajectories. Our main con-564

clusions are as follows:565

1. The energies of electrons which are on open drift paths can vary substantially be-566

tween the dawn and dusk magnetic local time sectors at the same radial distance.567

For Kp > 7, the Alfvén layer energy can be in excess of 125 keV in the dawn side568

outer radiation belt region of L = 4-6, while at the corresponding L in the dusk569

MLT sector, Alfvén layer energies are ∼60 keV.570

2. With increasing convection electric field, the drift speed in the dawn sector increases571

and electrons travel from night side to the day side more rapidly. However, as the572

convection electric field increases, the total drift time for an electron increases as573

electrons spend more time on the dusk side of the Earth.574

3. Via 2-D simulations in momentum and pitch angle, we demonstrate that chorus575

wave particle interactions can accelerate electrons to the Alfvén layer energy and576

above on timescales less than the time taken for an electron at the Alfvén layer577

energy to drift from midnight, through dawn, to noon. However, this acceleration578

timescale depends on the initial energy distribution of the electron populations,579

and whether chorus acceleration can contribute to retaining electrons on open drift580

paths depends on the energy spectrum.581

4. In 4-D simulations, we find a higher electron flux over a range of energies when582

a source population was included that was entirely below the Alfvén layer ener-583

gies, suggesting that a portion of this source population is being accelerated be-584

fore it is lost from the region.585

The results presented in this paper demonstrate that, even in the absence of large scale586

field changes, energetic electron populations on open drift paths may not be fully tran-587

sient due to energisation by chorus waves.588
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Figure S1. Example of a drift trajectory of an electron in a Volland Stern electric field (Kp

= 3) and a dipole magnetic field, on an open drift path which does not pass the dawn magnetic

local time sector. The drift is shown in the (U , B, K = 0) coordinate system (left). The electron

starting location is marked by the red star. The lines labelled Udusk and Udawn show the potential

at the dusk and dawn points respectively. The right panel illustrates the drift of this electron

around the Earth, where the sun is on the left hand side of the figure.
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Figure S2. Dαα and Dpp coefficients from the Wang et al., 2019 chorus wave model for L = 6,

at Kp = 4, averaged over MLT = 00 - 11.
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Figure S3. Electron flux at 30 keV, 75o pitch angle at Kp = 3, 5, and 7 modelled by VERB-

4D, with the sub-Alfvén layer source population but without chorus wave activity. The initial

condition is shown along with t1 = 3 hours, t2 = 11 hours, and t3 = 19 hours. The source

population does not complete a drift.
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